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PRAYING LICENSE 

Always read this part, some of my tutorials may have a different licenses  

Do not sell this Tutorial 

Do not make another tutorial from this tutorial (translation and ….) 

Tell me if you make something base on this tutorial, I would love to see how you used it 

Important: 

 

1. If You Learn Something From This Tutorial: 

Thank God for What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thank You God")  

Also Pray For Me [Both Life And After Life] (Pray Something Good :D )  

Pray For Your Success And Your Afterlife. 

2. If This Is The Tutorial That You Were Looking For, For A Long Time: 

Thank God For What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thanks A Lot God") And Also Pray Something Nice 

For Me And My Family (Both Life And After Life) Pray For Your Success And Your Afterlife. 

(I Don’t Mean That You Spend 5 Min Praying, Simple Prays Are Enough, But Say It Like You Mean It. But it’s Also 

Nice If You Spend Some More Time Praying! 

 

This One Is Not Necessary: 

But If You Make Money By Using These Techniques, Consider Donate A Little Too. 

 

Always Make Good Stuff with Your Knowledge. 



CREATING A TORNADO PART 1      BY: MORTEZA AHMADI  

 

Hey there everyone, it’s me Morteza Ahmadi, and today I brought you guys something good! 

it is based on a request by one of our viewers [ See bro!! :) here is your tutorial ] , anyway in this 

tutorial we are going to see how we can make a Tornado, But there are many type of tornado as well 

as many ways of making them. 

Now. Let’s start the first part of making a tornado: 

1. Create an nParticle emitter  

2. Go to nucleus tab and change the Y Axis of “Gravity Direction” from -1 to 1 this will make the 

Particles go Up 

Currently the particles will go up forever so it’s highly recommended to limit their lifespan  

 

3. Go to nParticleShape tab and set the “Lifespan mode” to “Constant” and set the “Lifespan” to 2  

 

It’s much better now. 

Now let’s make our nParticles Spin a little bit 

4. with your nParticles Selected Create a “Vortex” field from the Dynamics Self 

 

If you hit play now you will notice that the vortex effect is not very obvious 



5. Set the Vortex “Magnitude” to 100 

Now it spins a little better 

In MAYA 2016 some Shelves has been removed you may not see “Dynamics” Shelf by default, use LoadShelf.. Button to 
load “Dynamics” Shelf or you can access the same tools from Dynamics Shelf from Field/Solver Menu (you must first hit F5 

to switch to Dynamic menus) 

 

Now let’s make our Tornado look a bit better 

6. Select your nParticle, go to “nParticles” 

Menu ,open the “Create nParticles” Sub menu 

and click on cloud, 

By doing this you told maya that it should 

make all of your next particles as Cloud. 

7. Select your nParticle go to “nParticles>Create 

nParticle” and click on “Emit from Objects” 

If you play you scene now, you will see that all the particles are going Crazy, moving in 

different directions, even your first nParticle shape 

To Fix that: 

8. select your First nParticle Shape (the one which looks like point) , in the collisions Section 

disable “Collide” 

 

Those cloud particles are living to much ! 

9. Set the lifespan of Cloud particles to 1 now its much better 



10. now with second nParticles Selected (cloud ones) go to Dynamic properties (in Attribute 

Editor) set Conserve to 0.5 now the particles wont separate as much as before 

 

OK. It is almost done. 

11. Hit play now as you can see our Vortex field is not doing his job right.  

now there is two way in front of you: 

1. Fire this Vortex field and hire a new Field that works harder and better 

2. Give this vortex guy a little bit more.. money (magnitude) so he works fine now since this vortex field is a married 

person, with 200 kids, 2 little brother that he should take care of , I am gonna choose the second way and give him a little bit more cash. :) 

12. Select the Vortex Field (you can select it from outliner) , Set “magnitude” to 700 As you can 

see it works much better now  

 



Experience is the Best Way of learning 

 • Move the Vortex Field Around To See what it does. 

13. Animate the Vortex field , you can also use a Expression like this one “ sin(time*2)*0.2 “  

• Change the Vortex Field's Axis and make some amazing weird Effect.  

• Nobody has limit you to have only two particle system !!  

Make another particle with a higher conserve value – some turbulence … and this kinda stuff 

combine them together in After effect.(you can have them all in maya and render them together 

but ,Its much easier and much more flexible to use After Effects or Nuke)  

14. Change each Emitter's “Rate” to see how they can affect the look of you simulation  

15. Create an opacity Curve  

 

Ok, were are done here. 

In the Next part I will Cover a another way of creating a Tornado 



 

CREATING A TORNADO PART 2                                                  BY: MORTEZA AHMADI 

Alright here is how we do it: 

This time we are NOT going to start with nParticle Emitter, but instead we use those old particle systems 

1. From the Dynamic Shelf , Create an emitter 

 

 

For Maya 2016 users, if there is no Dynamics Shelf to create this particle system, you can hit F5 to switch menus to FX and 

then at the End of nParticle menu there is a Legacy Particles, create an emitter from there. (Ooh really glad they didn’t 

remove the old system, it was really useful). 

 

2. Create a Gravity Field. (select your particles > click on the “G” icon in the shelf, or Go to Field>Gravity) 

3. Change the Direction from -1 to 1 this will make particles move upward 

4. Select your particles, set the “Lifespan to mode” to “constant”, and “lifespan” to  2 

5. select you particles and Create a Vortex field 



 

6. Set the Vortex “Magnitude” to 700 

7. After the next step adding forces are no more available, so add Turbulence or any other force that you want in 
this step. 

8. Select your Particle Shape, go to Deformation Shelf [didn’t think that we use these tools for particles ha  :) , or 
maybe you do !]. Add a nonlinear-Twist . 

 

9. Select your Particles go to “nParticles>Create nParticle” and click on “Emit from Objects”, set its conserve to 0.5 

and limit its lifespan to any value that you want (0.5 , 1 , 1.5 are good) 

10. select the Twist , for understanding on how this parameter works hit play first and then move “start angle” slider 

to right  

 

I think 500 is a good value for start angle, but you can set it to anything that you like.  

 • Change the Low and High bound to see what exactly they do. 

Congratulation, you just created a new tornado, See! It wasn’t hard at all right!? :) 

11. OK , to have more control over the tornado's shape we can also add a Flare deformer or lattice for even more 
control but for now just add a flare deformer You should select the particle First. 

12. Increase the end flare value to 2 this will make the upper part of our tornado to be wider. You can set it to a 

higher value if you want to. 

The Low End 

13. lower the curve value (you can increase it if you want a fat Tornado) 



 

14. Enjoy your Tornado, change the parameters, move it around and Have Fun!! :) 

Ok, Congratulation on your new skill in Maya, use it well. 

And be creative just because I call this effect tornado and it looks kinda like smoke-cloud-tornado doesn’t mean that this is 

the only thing you make with it. 

 

You can even use it to make liquid and as you can see this is a low quality render without any special light. You spend a 
little bit more time on your render and you will gain a nicer result. 

OK, 

Thanks again for reading my tutorials, 

I hope you find my tutorials interesting and more importantly Useful :) 

Thank you for supporting me by your emails by your pray by buying any of my products I greatly appreciate it.  

Usually it may take you a bit of time to learn these tutorials by yourself, so now if i have saved you that time, please spend 
that time on something better, Go Have fun with your family, do new stuff in life. 

And Finally... Don’t forget about me, I am Morteza Ahmadi and I see you soon :) 


